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Abstract. Typical legacy information systems store data in relational databases. Process mining is a research discipline that analyzes this data to obtain insights into processes. Many different process mining techniques can be applied to data. In current techniques, an XES event log serves as a basis for analysis. However, because of the static characteristic of an XES event log, we need to create one XES file for each process mining question, which leads to overhead and inflexibility. As an alternative, people attempt to perform process mining directly on the data source using so-called intermediate structures. In previous work, we investigated methods to build intermediate structures on source data by executing a basic SQL query on the database. However, the nested form in the SQL query can cause performance issues on the database side. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a native SQL operator for direct process discovery on relational databases. We define a native operator for the simplest form of the intermediate structure, called the “directly follows relation”. This approach has been evaluated with big event data and the experimental results show that it performs faster than the state-of-the-art of database approaches.
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1 Introduction

Process mining is a research discipline that turns event data into process models, checks the model with reality, and enhances the model with statistics derived from event data. There has been an extensive research in process mining, including process discovery, conformance checking, and enhancement.

Typical legacy information systems store data in relational databases. In the context of big data, the stored data possesses the characteristic of 4V (Volume, Variety, Veracity, and Velocity). When applying process mining, a process analyst aims to find process structures in the event data. In some cases, however, the process analyst simply does not know what kind of process view can be obtained from the data. In this scenario, many process mining questions are to be answered on the underlying data in order to get insights into the business processes. These questions may involve various classifiers, span on multiple times, and use heterogeneous case notions.

Let us take a process in a commercial bank as an example. The financial manager may want to figure out the core process of the bank, such as “the
process involving successful loans during last month”, “the progress of ongoing investment projects with a property this year”, “how is the performance of collaboration between department X and Y”, and many other process mining related questions.

In the current state-of-the-art, process mining tools need (XES) event logs as input. One of the characteristics of event logs is that they are static, i.e. one file only contains one case notion and contains data for one specific period of time. Therefore, we need to create one log file for each process mining question. This produces unnecessary overhead caused by the exporting from the data source, conversion to a tool’s input format, and importing into the process mining tool. Moreover, the traditional techniques lack of flexibility, i.e. once we change the perspective from which we look at the data, we need to change the log file.

Given the fact that many legacy information systems use a database as the back end, we study the question how to perform a process mining directly on the database [1, 3–5]. In this paper, we focus on process discovery, i.e. we focus on deriving a process model from event data. In a process discovery algorithm, there is typically a so called intermediate structure, which is a first abstraction of the event data. In [3], we showed how to compute this intermediate structure inside a database and how to only import the structure (not the event data) into a process mining tool. The mining tool then discovers the process model using an existing algorithm.

In order to compute the intermediate structure, the existing approach uses standardized SQL queries, which, unfortunately, are not designed towards process mining purposes. Let us take a simple intermediate structure called Directly Follows Relation (DFR). To compute DFR, the standard SQL query has a nested form which results in a bad performance. In this paper we present two ways to overcome nested queries and we compare the performance of all database variants against the traditional approach.

A way to overcome the nested queries is to create an interface between a database and a process mining tool. As computing the DFR is based on a sorted event data, through this interface, we execute a standard SQL query to sort event data in a database. Then, we import the sorted event data into a process mining tool and compute the frequency of the DFR in the tool. We later show in this paper that even though this approach does not contain a nested structure, it still has a performance issue as the whole log needs to be transferred to the process mining tool.

In [2] it has been proven that executing a nested query to compute the DFR leads to third order polynomial time complexity if the intermediate results of the queries do not fit into memory anymore. To overcome this problem, a native SQL operator is proposed.

In this paper, we propose a native SQL operator for direct process discovery in relational databases. The native operator is designed for a specific process discovery purpose. As a starting point, this paper investigates the directly follows relation. However, it does not restrict the possibility to extend the operator to other kinds of intermediate structures. Using this native operator, the database
has more flexibility to query process mining related questions. Moreover, it harnesses the database technology to speed up the computation time.

The reminder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces some important terminologies that are used in the paper. Then we introduce the proposed idea, which is the native SQL operator for a direct process discovery, in Section 3. The implementation of this operator is given in Section 4 and Section 5 demonstrates the experimental results. Finally the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

This paper deals with process mining. We refer to Process Mining Manifesto [8] and Process Mining book in [6] for more detail explanation about process mining. Process mining needs event data as inputs. Events are collections of attributes, referring to the executions of activities in the context of some cases in a process.

Definition 1 (Event Attribute). Let $A$ be the universe of event attributes, $C$ be the universe of cases, $E$ be the universe of events, and $E \subseteq E$ be a collection of events.

For any event $e \in E$ and name $a \in A$: $\#_a(e)$ is the value of attribute $a$ for event $e$, $\#_a(e) = \bot$ if there is no value. $\{\text{caseid, act, time}\} \in A$ are standard event attributes, such that $\#_{\text{caseid}}(e)$ is the case of event $e$, $\#_{\text{act}}(e)$ is the activity name of event $e$, and $\#_{\text{time}}(e)$ is the timestamp when event $e$ is executed.

Furthermore, an event log is a collection of events captured within a particular time period.

Definition 2 (Event Log). Let $E \subseteq E$ be a collection of events and $t_s, t_e \in \mathbb{R}$ two timestamps with $t_s < t_e$ relating to the start and the end of the collection period.

A case $\sigma \in E^*$ is a sequence of events such that the same event occurs only once in $\sigma$, i.e. $|\sigma| = |\{e \in \sigma\}|$. Furthermore, each event in a case refers to the same case $c \in C$, i.e. $\forall e \in\sigma \#_{\text{case}}(e) = c$ and we assume all events within the given time period are included, i.e. $\forall e \in E(\#_{\text{case}}(e) = c \land t_s \leq \#_{\text{time}}(e) \leq t_e) \implies e \in \sigma$.

An event log $L \subseteq E^*$ is a set of cases.

Finally, we define Directly Follows Relation (DFR), which holds for two activities $A$ and $B$ if and only if somewhere in the event log $L$, there are two successive events in a trace corresponding to these activities. Note that we also consider cases with partial ordered events.

Definition 3 (Directly Follows Relation (DFR)).

Let $A$ be the universe of event attributes, let $E$ be a universe of events and $L$ be an event log over $E \subseteq E$. Let $M = \{a \in A \mid e \in E \land \#_{\text{act}}(e) = a\}$ be the set of activities in the log. The $\text{DFR} >_L : M \times M \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ counts the number of times activity $a$ is directly followed by activity $b$ in some cases in $L$ as follows:
Fig. 1: Using native operator “directlyfollows” and Inductive Miner to discover a process model

Table 1: (a) Example of event data stored in Table Log, (b) The DFR of Table Log

\[ >_L(a, b) = \sum_{\sigma \in L} \sum_{i=1}^{|\sigma|-1} \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } i < j \land \#\text{act}(\sigma(i)) = a \land \#\text{act}(\sigma(j)) = b \land \\
\#\text{time}(\sigma(i)) < \#\text{time}(\sigma(j)) \land \\
\neg \exists k \ (\#\text{time}(\sigma(i)) < \#\text{time}(\sigma(k)) < \#\text{time}(\sigma(j))) \end{cases} \]

0, otherwise.

3 Native Directly Follows Operator

In this section, we introduce a new native directly follows operator for computing directly follows relation. In the following, we first explain the input and output of this operator, an example of how to use the operator, and how to process the result in the context of discovery.

A native operator directlyfollows requires a table object representing the event log, which consists of three columns: the case, the activity, and the timestamp. As a result, it returns a table object representing the DFR, which consists of three columns: the first and the second part of pair of the DFR, and the frequency of each pair. The schema in Figure 1 illustrates how to utilize the operator and what happens inside a database engine and a process mining tool assuming that we use Inductive Miner for the discovery.
Assume that we have a Table $Log$ (see Table 1a), we compute the DFR using the native operator $\text{directlyfollows}$ as follows.

SELECT * FROM $\text{DIRECTLYFOLLOWS}$ (SELECT * FROM $Log$);

Algorithm 1: $\text{directlyFollows}$

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{$\text{directlyFollows}$}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Require{$L$}
\Ensure{$>_{L}$}
\ForEach{$\sigma \in L$}
\State $\text{sort}(\sigma)$
\State $sa \leftarrow 0$
\State $ea \leftarrow 0$
\State $aTime \leftarrow \#_{time}(\sigma(sa))$
\While{$ea + 1 < |\sigma|$ and $aTime = \#_{time}(\sigma(ea + 1))$}
\State $ea \leftarrow ea + 1$
\State $sc \leftarrow ea + 1$
\State $ec \leftarrow sc$
\EndWhile
\While{$ec < |\sigma|$}
\State $cTime \leftarrow \#_{time}(\sigma(sc))$
\While{$ec + 1 < |\sigma|$ and $cTime = \#_{time}(\sigma(ec + 1))$}
\State $ec \leftarrow ec + 1$
\EndWhile
\For{$i \leftarrow sa; i \leq ea; i++$}
\For{$j \leftarrow sc; j \leq ec; j++$}
\State $a \leftarrow \#_{act}(\sigma(i))$
\State $b \leftarrow \#_{act}(\sigma(j))$
\State $freq \leftarrow \#_{L}(a,b)$
\State $freq \leftarrow freq + 1$
\State $\#_{L}(a,b) \leftarrow freq$
\EndFor
\EndFor
\State $sa \leftarrow sc$
\State $ea \leftarrow ec$
\State $sc \leftarrow ea + 1$
\State $ec \leftarrow sc$
\EndWhile
\State \Return{$>_{L}$}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

After the database engine parses $\text{directlyfollows}$, it calls the $\text{directlyFollows()}$ function (see Algorithm 1). First of all, for each case $\sigma$ in log $L$, the function sorts $\sigma$. Then it assigns initial value for four variables, namely (1) $sa$ (start antecedent), (2) $ea$ (end antecedent), (3) $sc$ (start consequent), and (4) $ec$ (end consequent). These four variables point to indexes in $\sigma$ such that all events between the start and end indexes have the same timestamp, i.e. events between $sa$ and $ea$ have the same timestamp, events between $sc$ and $ec$ have the same timestamp. Based on these indexes, the function creates combinations between antecedent events and consequent events to construct a pair of directly follows.
relation. Finally, it counts the frequency of such pair and returns the directly follows (as denoted in Table [1]).

In Java, we use hash table to store the relations. Pairs are the key and frequencies are the value. The complexity is worst case $|E| \log |E|$ (with $E$ is the total number of events) due to sorting events.

In the next step, the DFR is retrieved by a process mining tool. Since we use the Inductive Miner for the discovery, such relation is converted into a directly follows graph before the algorithm constructs a process model. Note that the result from the directly follows operator can be used directly in the existing process discovery technique without modifying the algorithm or reinvent a new discovery method.

Process discovery using the native operator has several advantages. First, the query can be expressed in a straightforward way, hence it is more convenient for novice users to express various process mining related questions. Second, the query does not contain a nested form which leads to bad performance. Third, the computation (i.e. the abstraction phase) can be done inside relational databases, thus leveraging the power of database technology and saving the memory usage of process mining tool. Fourth, there is no need to extract and load a log file into a process mining tool, thus saving time and reducing the complexity. Fifth, the DFR can be computed upon insertion of data using the standard triggering mechanism of any database system, hence eliminating the need for the process analyst to wait for the computation to finish.

4 Implementation

We implemented the directly follows as a native operator in H2 Database\footnote{https://github.com/alifahsyamsiyah/h2processmining-master}. Moreover, process discovery using this operator and the Inductive Miner were implemented as a plug-in in an open source process mining toolkit called ProM. The plug-in name is H2 Inductive Miner and it is distributed within the DatabaseInductiveMiner package\footnote{https://svn.win.tue.nl/repos/prom/Packages/DatabaseInductiveMiner/Trunk/}.

Figure 2 illustrates the excerpt of the log in the server.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASEID</th>
<th>ACTIVITY</th>
<th>COMPLETETIMESTAMP</th>
<th>MONTHLYCOST</th>
<th>SELECTED</th>
<th>APPLICATIONID</th>
<th>CREDITSCORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Offer_247138719</td>
<td>O_Created</td>
<td>2018-01-02 10:17:08.702</td>
<td>201.76</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>Application_196483749</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer_247138719</td>
<td>O_Cancelled</td>
<td>2018-01-02 10:21:26.034</td>
<td>201.76</td>
<td>false</td>
<td>Application_196483749</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: The excerpt of Table BPI2017 in H2 database
As an example, we used the offer event log of BPI Challenge 2017 [7], which was imported into an H2 database server. To connect with the server, we set the required database configuration in the H2 Inductive Miner plug-in. We filled in the username and the password of the database, the JDBC URL, and the query to extract the DFR as denoted in Figure 3. After we clicked the “Finish” button, the plug-in automatically executes the query, retrieved the DFR, converts the values into a directly follows graph, and finally discovers a process model based on the Inductive Miner algorithm. The result is displayed in Figure 4.

5 Experimental Results

We implemented our work in ProM and H2 and we compared the native operator with the other three approaches (Figure 5): (1) the traditional technique, (2) the discovery with Nested SQL, and (3) the SQL interface. The starting point for the traditional approach is an XES event log file already loaded into memory. For the database approaches, the starting point is a database in which events have been inserted. In the initial experiments, we did not use any type of indices for the events so we can represent general scenarios where table logs are constructed without any indices. However, in the subsequent experiments, we also investigate scenarios where indices are utilized. We used an H2 database server which has 64GB of RAM and 8 cores of CPU @2.40Ghz. Furthermore, the discovery was executed in a personal computer which has 8GB of RAM and 2 cores of CPU @2.30Ghz.

We created synthetic logs with the number of events ranging from 1K to 42M with between 30 to 3840 activities. More specifically, we created two kinds of synthetic logs: (a) logs with an increased number of activities, and (b) logs with an increased number of events. For (a), we relabeled activities to extend the number of activities while keeping the same number of events. For (b), we merged one case with another case to extend the number of events while keeping the same number of activities. This way, we preserve the control flow for our extended logs in the same way as the control flow of the original log.
Fig. 5: Four different approaches in process discovery: (a) traditional process discovery, (b) discovery with Nested SQL, (c) discovery with SQL interface, and (d) discovery with native operator.

Fig. 6: The comparison of abstraction phase.

Figure 6 shows the time for the abstraction phase of the four approaches. On the left, the time is shown as a function of the number of events in the log and on the right as a function of the number of activities.

As expected, the time complexity of the native, SQL interface, and traditional approaches is linear because events in the log are already sorted. However, we cannot see the last dot of the traditional approach. This is because the traditional approach cannot handle the biggest log containing 42M events due to out of memory exception. Furthermore, the execution of the nested query leads to third order polynomial time complexity. It is considerably higher than the other approaches presented.

As shown on the right hand side of Figure 6, the number of activities does not affect the performance of the database approaches. However, for the traditional approach, there is an influence. This is due to the fact that, when scanning the log, at some points the internal data structures need to grow to accommodate for

\[ \text{due to the fact that the nested query is so time-consuming, we did not include it in some of the tests.} \]
For the database approaches, the pre-processed data needs to be retrieved from the database into the process mining tool. Figure 7 demonstrates the time needed for retrieval in the database approaches. As shown in the figure, the retrieval phase in SQL interface is linear in the number of events, since each event is transferred. In contrast, the line of native is flat, since the events themselves are not retrieved, but only the non-zero elements in the directly follows relation. This is shown by the right-hand figure, showing the influence of the number of activities in retrieval phase. Both native and SQL interface demonstrate a second order polynomial time complexity since retrieving the DFR is (worst case) quadratic in the number of activities.

The time complexity of Inductive Miner is worst-case cubic in the number of activities, which is clearly shown in Figure 8. There is no difference between the four approaches since they use the same implementation of the Inductive Miner.
Figure 10 denotes the total time of Figure 9-8 i.e. the total time of abstraction, retrieval, and mining phases. In Figure 10, we do not include the nested query because it is so time-consuming (the experiments with nested query were stopped until the number of events reached 14K). However, we still tried to improve the performance of nested query by adding indices in case and timestamp columns. Even though the cubic complexity in the nested query is reduced to $x \cdot \log x$ (with $x$ is the total number of events), the native approach still outperforms the nested query because the former has linear complexity as shown in Figure 9. Note that the linearithmic comes from the fact that H2 database uses B-tree index, hence finding an element is $O(\log x)$. There are $x$ rows for which we need to perform this look up, therefore the complexity is $O(x \cdot \log x)$.

From Figure 9 and 10 it becomes clear that for large numbers of events and/or large numbers of activities, the approach using native operator outperforms the other database approaches. Both native and traditional approaches show relatively similar performance, except for the log with the biggest number of events (the 6th log in the left chart of Figure 10). The 6th bar of the traditional approach does not exist because the approach cannot handle the log anymore. This is to be expected as this approach works in memory. As data grows, the event logs no longer fit into memory and then the database approaches are required. There is however another important motivation for in-database processing.

In Table 3 we show the complete chain of discovery using traditional technique, starting from exporting until mining. We can see from this table that, for
example, there is additional 10 seconds to export and convert event data with 100K traces and 660K events. This additional time increases up to 466 seconds for event data with 500K traces and 13M events.

From Table 3 we deduce that the export (11.3 %) and conversion (16.9 %) phases take up to 28.2% of the whole process, while the rest is dominated by the abstraction phase (71.8 %). The actual mining only takes 0.1 % of the time. This shows that there is 28.2 % overhead in the traditional approach. A direct process mining approach to database, as proposed by the native operator, is an excellent solution to remove this overhead.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we focus on direct process discovery on relational databases. We propose a native SQL operator for computing one of the intermediate structures, namely the Directly Follows Relation (DFR). Using this operator, users can easily express their query and get DFR values from the underlying data. Moreover, the operator does not contain any nested form which causes bad performance.

The native operator has been implemented in H2 database and we provide a specialized implementation of the state-of-the-art process mining technology to show applicability of the work.
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